Highly Advanced Roofing Underlayment

SlopeShield Plus Self-Adhered (SA) vapor permeable roofing underlayment is designed for use on steep slope roofs of 2:12 or greater pitch. The revolutionary roofing underlayment features the patent-pending Vapor Permeable Polymer Composite Technology (VPPCT™). The exclusive VPPCT process creates a new class of roofing underlayment capable of being watertight and vapor permeable.

SlopeShield Plus SA is engineered with an advanced patent-pending combination of polymer coatings and adhesive technology making it both watertight and vapor permeable.

High Drying Capacity

By designing a roof assembly with high drying capacity (vapor permeable), you can mitigate moisture damage typically caused by interior vapor drive and saturated construction materials.

Zero Drying Capacity

Traditional roof underlayments can trap moisture, degrading insulation performance and even simulating a leaking roof due to excessive condensation accumulation.

SLOPESHIELD PLUS SA DIFFERENCE:

- Exceptional water and air holdout
- High drying capacity (vapor permeability, 30 perms)
- Long exposure times: 180 days before final roofing material application
- Durable to foot traffic, with excellent traction for installers
- Primerless application
- Suitable for all climates and geographic locations, including extreme temperature areas
COMPLETE ROOF AND WALL WATER RESISTANT, VAPOR PERMEABLE AIR BARRIER SYSTEM

Combining SlopeShield Plus SA and VaproShield’s WRB/Air Barrier wall membranes will create a truly airtight and watertight building enclosure with high drying capacity; mitigating moisture damage and saving energy for the life of the building.

A. SlopeShield Plus Self-Adhered Water Resistant and Vapor Permeable Roof Underlayment
B. Extending SlopeFlashing around gables and eaves ensures air barrier continuity
C. WrapShield SA Self-Adhered or RevealShield SA Self-Adhered (for open joint cladding systems) vapor permeable air tight WRB/Air Barrier Wall Membrane making it both watertight and vapor permeable.

Visit VaproShield.com for:
- Comprehensive Testing Data
- Installation Instructions
- Details